Abstract. We consider the combined completion of 3D surface relief and colour for the hidden and missing portions of objects captured with 2 1 2 D (or 3D) capture techniques. Through an extension of nonparametric texture synthesis to facilitate the completion of localised 3D surface structure (relief) over an underlying geometric surface completion we achieve realistic, plausible completion 1 and extension of 2 1 2 D partially visible surfaces. Additionally we show how this technique can be extended to the completion of increasingly available colour 2
Introduction
3D data acquisition techniques in computer vision, such as range scanning and stereo photography, suffer from the common problem of their 2 1 2 D sensing limitation-meaning the back-facing or occluded portions of surfaces within a scene cannot be realised from a uni-directional capture. As a result capturing a complete object in 3D can involve the time-consuming process of multidirectional capture and subsequent data fusion and registration [1, 2] . Often, despite multi-directional capture some small regions of the object remain uncaptured, giving rise to the need for hole-filling techniques to produce a completed 3D model [3] .
To date, work on this problem has been primarily limited to the completion of smooth surface continuation in small missing surface patches [4, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8] or the completion of geometrically conforming shapes through the use of shape fitting and parameterisation [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . Such techniques, although valid, limit truly plausible surface completion (i.e. cases where the original surface portion and the completion are indistinguishable) to a smooth or geometrically conforming subset of all real-world occurring surfaces.
Contrastingly, here we consider the localised completion of real 3D surfaces in terms of both its 3D surface structure (relief) and colour detail. Our approach has two parts: firstly we assume the underlying surface can itself be completed 
D golfball
using one of these prior smooth completion techniques (1) ; over which the localised relief and colour completion is then achieved through the propagation of knowledge from the original to the unknown surface portion (2) .
As an example, we complete both the geometric sphere and surface dimples of a 2 1 2 D golfball as shown in Fig. 1 . Here we see the successful plausible completion of the surface relief pattern ( Fig. 1(C,D) ) over a geometric completion ( Fig. 1(B) ) of the original 2 1 2 D capture ( Fig. 1(A) ). Concurrent work [14] has also considered a similar approach based on propagating 3D surface patches from visible to unknown surface portions. However, as shown in [14] , this patched based approach relies on the existence of suitable propagatable patches in the original surface portion. Although computationally more expensive, the fine-detailed per-{point-vertex-range sample} based approach proposed here does not suffer this limitation. Instead it lends itself well to the propagation of both tile-able surface textures (see Figs. 1 and 10) and the completion/extension of more stochastic surface textures (see Figs. 11 and 12) derived from the original-without any apparent 'tiling' or similar repetitive artifacts. In addition our combination of both localised 3D structure and colour completion extends beyond that of [14] .
Considerable recent interest in the texturing of 3D objects with 2D colour textures is also of note (e.g. [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] )-in some cases to give illusion of a real 3D surface displacement texture [18, 19] or merely to enhance the 3D appearance of a surface in a given rendering [15, 16, 17] . Although related in some aspects, many of these approaches fall short of the problem we pose here, concentrating instead on the consistent mapping of often fairly arbitrary, synthetic textures onto relatively smooth 3D surface. The main advantage of such smooth surfaces is the ease of which consistent localised reference frames can be derived automatically [17, 18] or specified from user input [15, 16, 19] to facilitate the orientation of a 2D texture over the 3D surface.
Related work has also considered aspects of geometric texture transferthe semi-automated transfer of surface relief from one geometric object to another [20, 21, 22, 23, 24] . Although addressing a similar problem a number of issues, in addition to the techniques utilised, differentiate it from the approach we consider here: the use of smooth surfaces [20, 21, 22] , synthetic relief textures [21, 23] , the overall lack of relief/colour integration and in some cases a degree of user interaction [20, 22] .
In contrast, we consider the completion and extension of existing non-smooth surfaces containing both highly regular 3D textures (e.g. Figs. 1 and 10 ) and more stochastic natural textures (e.g. Figs. 9 and 11) in terms of both real 3D surface displacement texture (relief) and colour. Our overall aim being the plausible completion and extension of a given real-world surface sample so that seamless good continuation exists between the original and the completion.
In this paper we combine our prior work in completion of 3D surface relief [25] with an additional aspect of colour completion. Firstly we outline and present our background work in this area [25] together with some results and then detail its recent extension to dual surface structure / colour completion.
2D Non-parametric Texture Synthesis
Non-parametric sampling, lying at the heart of our approach, was proposed as a method for texture synthesis in 2D images based on using a statistical non-parametric model and an assumption of spatial locality [26] . Unlike other approaches in the texture synthesis arena (e.g. [27, 28] ) which attempt to explicitly model the texture prior to synthesis, this approach samples directly from the texture sample itself-a kind of implicit modelling akin to the robotics paradigm 'the world is its own best model'. As a result it is "very powerful at capturing statistical processes for which a good model hasn't been found" [26] and thus highly suited to our work in 3D.
In 2D operation non-parametric sampling is very simple-it successively grows a texture outwards from an initial seed area, one pixel at a time, based on finding the pixel neighbourhood in the sample image that best matches that of the current target pixel (i.e. the one being synthesised). It then uses the central pixel's value as the new value for the target (see Fig. 2 ).
Matching is based upon using the normalised sum of squared difference metric (SSD) between two pixel neighbourhoods (i.e. the textured pixels surrounding the target and those surrounding each sample pixel). A 2D Gaussian kernel is used across the neighbourhood to assign weights reflecting pixel influence in inverse proportion to distance from the target.
The neighbourhoods are defined as W × W square windows around each pixel where W , window size, is a parameter perceptually linked to the scale of the largest regular feature present in the texture [26] . From the set of all sample neighbourhoods, the top η% of matches are selected as those with the lowest SSD values from which one is then randomly selected to provide the value at the target. As an additional constraint the randomly selected match is only used to fill the target provided it has a normalised SSD value less than a specified error threshold, e, related to the acceptable level of noise in the synthesised texturea factor directly related to that present in the original sample. Here in our 3D approach, as in the original 2D work, we set η = 10.
3D Non-parametric Completion
Here we review our initial technique for the completion of 3D surface relief from [25] . The extension to combined relief/colour completion is detailed further on in this paper.
The basic aspects of non-parametric sampling map well from 2D to 3D: the 2D image becomes a 3D surface, the individual pixel becomes a point on that surface, a pixel neighbourhood becomes the set of nearest neighbours to a surface point and the actual pixel values being synthesised become displacement vectors mapping discrete points on a textured surface to the geometric surface derived from prior fitting.
The pre-processing stage estimates the underlying geometric surface model for the original scene portion [29, 30] from which a set of displacement vectors, − → D(i), and a corrected surface normal, n i , for each point i can be derived (see Fig. 5 ). Additionally we derive a completed 'smooth' portion of the invisible surface based on parametric shape completion [9, 11, 10] (e.g. Figure 1 (B)). The main input to our non-parametric completion process is a geometrically complete version of the 3D surface represented as a discrete set of labelled points, P . The originals, labelled as textured, are the sample points, s ∈ samples, whilst those forming the completed 'smooth' portion, labelled untextured, are the target points, t ∈ targets, as shown in Fig. 3 For convenience and to aid the construction and spatial use of point neighbourhoods on the surface this input is represented as a combined homoeomorphic surface triangulation [31, 32] of both target and sample points (see Fig. 3(C) ). Henceforth we now consider our points, i ∈ P , as vertices, i ∈ triangulation(P ).
The reconstruction algorithm adapts to 3D by considering vertex neighbourhoods on the 3D surface in place of the pixel neighbourhoods of [26] . Each vertex neighbourhood, N (i), is the set of vertices lying within a radius of W edge connections from the vertex being reconstructed (see Fig. 4 ). W forms the window size parameter synonymous to that of the earlier 2D approach. The algorithm now proceeds by finding the best sample region matching the textured portion of a target vertex's neighbourhood, as follows.
Firstly, the set of target vertices currently lying on the textured/untextured surface boundary are identified as the current target list, L. The first target vertex, t ∈ L, is then matched, using neighbourhood based matching, against every available vertex s ∈ samples. A match is then randomly chosen from the best 10% of this set, based upon matching score. Provided the matching score for this choice is below the specified acceptable error threshold parameter, e, this choice is accepted and the current target vertex, t, is textured by mapping the displacement vector, − → D(s), from the chosen sample vertex, s, to t. The current target, t, is now labelled as textured and the algorithm proceeds to the next vertex in L. If the match is not accepted (or no match was possible) the vertex is simply skipped and returned to the pool of target vertices for future synthesis-in this specific case the window size, W , associated with t for future Once L is exhausted, the next set of boundary targets are identified, based on the updated vertex labelling, and the process is continued until all t ∈ targets are labelled as textured. To ensure target vertices are processed in the order of most to least constrained, L is sorted by decreasing number of textured neighbours prior to processing. Additionally, synthesis progress is monitored over each target list constructed-should no match choices be accepted over an entire list, the acceptable error threshold e is raised slightly (10%) to relax the acceptable error constraint for synthesis as per [26] .
The remaining key element in this algorithm outline is the matching of textured target neighbourhoods (as shown in Fig. 4) to vertices in the sample region. This is performed using an adaptation of the SSD metric based on the projection of neighbourhood vertices onto the surface at each sample point. In order to compute the match between target vertex t, with textured neighbourhood vertices Nt(t), and a sample vertex s with textured neighbourhood Nt(s), Nt(t) is first transformed rigidly into the co-ordinate system of s. This is based on knowing the local reference frames at s and t, denoted R s and R t respectfully, which combined with the positional translations given by t and s facilitate the transformation of Nt(t) relative to s as Nt(t) . However, as t is itself untextured whilst s is textured, the natural misalignment (owning to the presence or absence of texture) has to be avoided by transforming to the corresponding untextured position of s on the underlying surface, s , calculated using the displacement vector at s,
Overall we have a resulting, t → s , homogeneous co-ordinate transformation as follows:
Nt(t)
In order to estimate this spatial transformation the reference frames R s and R t are required. Given each vertex normal this can be generally derived using either localised curvature or more global fitting based techniques. Both, however, 
and by similar construct when y or z is the smallest.
Although far from perfect, this ensures at least localised consistency whilst the problems of global inconsistency are solved by simply augmenting the algorithm to match the target neighbourhood to every sample region at R different rotational orientations around the normal axis -additional parameter R specifies the divisions of 2π giving a set of rotations (e.g. R = 4 gives 4 orientations at 0, π/2, π, 3π/2).
To aid understanding, an overview of the surface geometry described here is shown in Figs. 4 and 5 .
The task now is to compute the SSD as a vertex matching problem between this transformed neighbourhood, Nt(t) , and the textured surface vertices at s. Although this seems to be a simple 3D point matching problem the presence of sampled surface texture means that simple Euclidean space 'nearest point' matching using the raw textured vertices can produce artificial matches in common scenarios as shown in Fig. 6(A) . Although such problems could be overcome by enforcing a scheme of one-to-one minimal distance cross-matching between the sets, this relies on the assumption that the densities of both point sets are equal-this is both difficult to assert uniformly and, as we shall discuss later, their inequality becomes a salient issue.
Here we ensure consistent vertex matching, independent of relative density, by matching vertices,
. This effectively matches vertices based solely on their relative spatial surface position rather than relative textured-related depth as shown in Fig. 6(B) . From these pairings in surface projected space, v 1 → v 2 , the SSD is calculated based on the original vertex positions,
It should also be noted that here we are not performing a neighbourhood, Nt(t) , to closed neighbourhood, Nt(s), match. Although our notation, Nt(s), conceptually represents the surface vertices in the local region of s, Nt(t) actually is matched against the unrestricted set of textured vertices, N (s) = (i ∈ P | label (i) = textured ), with a viable match only being considered when all matching partners, v 2 , of v 1 ∈ Nt(t) are themselves also textured (i.e. v 2 has assigned label textured ). When a viable match is found the SSD is calculated based on the distance of each target vertex, v 1 ∈ Nt(t) , directly to the complete triangulated surface (not just the closest vertex)-i.e. the minimum squared distance to any surface triangle, j , that has v 2 as a vertex, j ∈ triangles(v 2 ):
Additionally, as in [26] , a weight d vi , based on a 2D Gaussian kernel is used to weight the SSD vertex matches, v 1 → v 2 , relative to the distance t → v 1 , v 1 ∈ N (t) (i.e. spatial proximity to t).
Pseudocode for the outlined technique is given in Appendix A.
Sampling Theory of 3D Surfaces
As identified in [25] , one aspect highly relevant to this work is the adaptation of common sampling theory to 3D capture [33] . Although the concepts of under-sampling, aliasing and the Nyquist frequency for a given real world signal are common to general signal processing in lower dimensions [34] it would appear to have received little attention in 3D vision [33] . The specific sampling question that concerns us here is: given an existing surface capture, what is the required target vertex density to achieve synthesis without suffering aliasing effects? This is synonymous to obtaining the Nyquist frequency for the capture itself.
Based upon the Nyquist sampling theorem, that a signal must be sampled at twice the frequency of its highest frequency component, it can thus be derived that the upper limit on the Nyquist frequency, f Ny , of a given signal capture is 1/δ where δ represents the signal sampling density. This represents the minimum frequency at which the capture must be sampled in order to allow perfect reconstruction and is equal to twice the highest frequency component, f max , of the signal, f Ny = 1/δ = 2f max .
Transferring this principle back into the context of 3D triangulated surfaces, where the vertices are the sample points and the depth value is the signal, we have to consider that the sampling frequency across the whole surface may be nonuniform due to common-place variation in the original capture process. Hence only a lower limit on the sampling density required to successfully represent the maximum detail or highest frequency components can be considered based on the maximum surface sample density. This translates as the minimum distance between any two signal samples or conversely the minimum edge length, min(e), present in a Delaunay based triangulation (e.g. [31, 32] ). This gives an upper limit on the Nyquist frequency, f Ny = 1/ min(e), and an upper spectral component limit, f max = 1/2 min(e), for the surface capture.
Surface extension must thus use a vertex sampling density, δ, of at least min(e) to avoid the effects of aliasing and ensure restoration of the surface (i.e. δ ≥ min(e)). This is illustrated in Fig. 7 where for a synthetic surface case we see that using a sampling density for the target vertices set below that associated with the Nyquist frequency causes aliasing (Fig. 7(A) ), whilst using the minimum edge length removes the aliasing artifacts, (Fig. 7(B) ).
Fig. 7. Aliasing in 3D completions
Our final issue in 3D sampling arises from remembering that here we are sampling and reconstructing from a finite digitised representation of a signal, a set of vertices representing surface sample points, rather than the infinite analogue signal commonly considered. Although the infinite surface is arguably represented by the surface lying through these points, embodied here in a triangulation, the nature of the non-parametric sampling technique requires finite to finite domain reconstruction, represented here by the sets of sample and target vertices. This introduces an issue relating to vertex alignment between the two regions. If there exists a significant phase shift between the target vertex set and the samples this results in a scenario where the suitable displacement value for a given target vertex, given its spatial position on the surface, is not adequately represented in the sample set-it in fact lies at some other point on the infinite surface. Due to the nature of this technique and limitations in the ability to identify and correct phase shifts in this domain we solve this problem by oversampling the original surface capture-creating the intermediate samples as required. It should now be clear that having an approach that is independent of a common point density for the sample and target portions is highly desirable. Practically, oversampling is achieved by subdividing the surface using an adaptation to surface tessellation such that each triangle is replaced by 4 coplanar triangles. For i original vertices, by reference to Euler's formula, this results in i vertices where i ≥ 2i but with no increase in the surface detail, and hence no increase in the Nyquist related surface properties.
Overall, from our 3D sampling discussion, we now have a practical means of determining a suitable surface reconstruction, the minimum triangulation edge length, and an oversampling solution for phase alignment problems.
Surface Relief Results
Here we present a number of examples of isolated localised surface structure (relief) completion using our approach. Firstly, in Fig. 8 we see the successful completion of synthetic wave and noise patterns over planar surfaces and the completion of localised surface shape on cylindrical surfaces. Surface completions based on using real objects portions, scanned with our 3D Scanners' Reversa laser scanner, are presented in Figures 1, 9 , and 10. These show the successful completion of a range of surface types from the propagation of golfball dimples across the completed sphere (Fig. 1) , natural tree bark texture realistically completed over an extended cylinder (Fig. 9 ) and structured surface completion of a scale model of the Pisa tower (Fig. 10) .
These results were produced using Euclidean [30] or least squares [29] fitting for initial geometric completion. The original sample surface was oversampled once, triangulation utilised the Cocone algorithm [31, 32] and Mersenne twister [35] provided the random source. All completions use only the original, oversampled set of textured points as sample vertices-the variation, called 'boot-strapped' completion, whereby the usable sample set grows as the textured surface area grows, is not considered here.
Fig. 8. Completion of synthetic examples
As a means of quantitative evaluation, the mean integral of the volume between the geometric surface fit and the original and synthetic (completed) surface portions for a sample of results are shown in Table 1 . These statistics support the visual similarity of the results (i.e. Figs. 8 and 10 ) but also show a statistical increase in difference where the texture is stochastic in nature (i.e. Figs. 9 and 12) . In both cases the statistics identify a difference not apparent to visual inspection (see Figs. 9 and 12 ) and hence arguably within the bounds of visually plausible completion-our desired goal.
Overall the results produce realistically structured and textured surface completions representing plausible completion. However, two limitations experienced in the original 2D work [26] where similarly encountered. Firstly, erroneous completions were encountered in some cases due to the effects of accumulated error and illustrate the reliance on good parameter choice (see [25] ). Additionally, despite extensive pre-computation and memoisation, this technique is computa- 
Extension to Colour
In addition to completing the localised surface relief it is also possible to extend our approach to perform combined surface relief and colour completion on increasingly available colour 2 1 2 D or 3D range data. The SSD equation utilised previously, SSD shape , can be adjusted as follows to take account of both surface shape and colour, SSD colour :
where µ defines the relative weighting of shape (i.e. relief) and colour in the overall matching value. This weight balances the relative importance of localised surface shape against colour in the completion problem. Commonly, as in many natural objects, both are closely interrelated and equal weighting may be suit- [36] .
The SSD colour is calculated based on comparing the RGB colour, c ∈ {r, g, b}, of each vertex v 1 ∈ Nt(t) to that of the nearest sample vertex, v 2 , on the surface at s:
As before, d v1 represents the Gaussian weight associated with the target neighbourhood vertex, v 1 , based on its spatial proximity to t in Nt(t). Both SSD shape and SSSD colour are normalised to the range [0, 1] utilising a known upper bound on each. For colour this is based on the size of the utilised colour map and for shape based on maximum difference between two displacement vectors in the set of samples taking into consideration displacement occurring on either side of the surface fit. This maximum difference is computed by:
where n s is the surface normal at sample s. Using this alternative SSD equation the algorithm operates as previously outlined with the additional step of colour propagation from sample to target when a suitable match is chosen (see Appendix A). Oversampling of the coloured Fig. 13 . RGB histogram of original (left) and completed (right) tree bark portion in Fig. 11 sample surface is performed by colouring each new sample, due to tessellation, using a Gaussian weighted sum of the k nearest neighbours.
The combined colour and surface shape completion of a section of tree bark, captured using a high resolution stereo capture rig, is shown in Fig. 11 2 . This shows a highly plausible completion of the bark surface texture and associated colour over the underlying geometric cylinder completion of the original bark sample (as per Fig. 9 ). In addition to this visual comparison, the colour histograms for the original and completed portions, separated by RGB colour channel (Fig. 13) , show a strong correlation between the colour distribution achieved in the completed portion and that of the original. A further example of successful colour and surface shape completion is shown in Fig. 12 where we see the clear extension of existing features from the original (i.e. continuation major ridges present in bark sample) and the derivation of similar distinct features (i.e. new ridges formed in foreground of completion) in addition to the general plausibility of the completed relief and colour correlation.
Conclusions and Further Work
In this paper we have presented a novel method for 3D surface completion that, given the underlying surface geometry, facilitates the plausible completion and good continuation of surfaces without strict surface localised surface geometry both in terms of localised surface structure (relief) and colour.
This works extends, and indeed complements, earlier work on the smooth surface completion and hole-filling [4, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8] and on strict geometric completion [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] with both its completion abilities for localised surface structure and also the integration of concurrent structure and colour completion.
Our successful completion / extension of real surface relief, combined with colour, presents interesting future directions for work in creating illusory surface relief [18, 19] and enhancing 3D model rendering through realistic and consistent texturing with a 2D sample [15, 16, 17] . Similarly it offers an interesting parallel to work in the transfer of surface reliefs [20, 21, 22, 23, 24] both in terms of the technique proposed and its practical application.
In contrast to the specific completion work of [14] , our technique does not suffer the limitations of such a patch based approach, at the expense of computational cost, but does rely on knowledge of the underlying 'smooth' surface completion-here derived from geometric fitting but possibly obtainable from prior techniques in smooth surface completion [3, 6, 5, 8, 7] and fitting [37] in subsequent work.
In terms of future work a number of possibilities remain-notably the extension to surfaces without strict underlying geometry and also work to address the issues of computational complexity and accumulated error identified previously [25] . It is hoped that the investigation of a multi-resolution variant on the proposed technique, together with the adaptation of other 2D texture synthesis techniques to this problem domain, will allow future progress in these areas.
In addition, interesting issues relating to the approximation of the Nyquist frequency of a 3D surface and in synthesising surfaces through infinite representation models still require investigation-an area of equal interest in 3D storage, transmission and compression as it is in synthesis.
A Algorithm Pseudocode
This technique is now outlined in pseudocode, following in the style of the original 2D work [26] , based on the definition of the following key data items: For the extension to combined relief and colour, SSD and propagation are redefined as stated earlier.
